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Dear editor,
A dual-gate (DG) structure demonstrably has im-
proved the device performance and stability of
amorphous InGaZnO (a-IGZO) thin-film transis-
tors (TFTs), making circuits faster, less power-
consuming, and more stable [1–3]. Physical de-
vice modeling has thus generated much interest in
circuit design. Ref. [4] derived simple equations
describing the DC performance of DG a-IGZO
TFTs, empirically based on DG MOSFET models.
Ref. [5] proposed an analytical potential model for
a-IGZO TFTs with a synchronized symmetric DG
(SDG) structure. In previous work, we modeled
the threshold voltage and drain current of SDG
a-IGZO TFTs by considering the physical prop-
erties of active films [6]. There are, nonetheless,
several notable challenges. First, perfectly sym-
metric DG configurations are difficult to fabricate,
and also that the two gates are often biased sep-
arately. Second, the charge-sheet approximation
becomes invalid in DG devices showing bulk accu-
mulation. Moreover, conventional DG MOSFET
models do not apply to DG a-IGZO TFTs, where
basic semiconductor equations with the sub-gap
density of states (DOS) are more difficult to solve.

Given that asymmetric DG (ADG) configura-
tions are more commonly used than SDG, we de-
rived accurate solutions of Poisson’s equation and
expressions for the physical drain current in ADG
a-IGZO TFTs.

Potential model. Band diagrams of the device
are shown in Figure 1. Within the gradual chan-

nel approximation, Poisson’s equation is written
∇2ϕ = −dE

dx . By considering trap-limited conduc-
tion (TLC) in a-IGZO, integrating Poisson’s equa-
tion from 0 to x yields the electric field

−E =
dϕ

dx
=±

{

α+
2q

εs

[

Ntϕt exp

(

ϕ− VCH

ϕt

)

+Nfϕth exp

(

ϕ− VCH

ϕth

)]}1/2

, (1)

where ϕ and VCH are, respectively, the electro-
static potential and quasi-Fermi potential, εs is the
permittivity of a-IGZO,Nf = NC exp(−ϕF0

ϕth
), Nt =

NTA
πT/Tt

sin(πT/Tt)
exp(−ϕF0

ϕt
), ϕF0 is the potential dif-

ference between the conduction-band edge and the
initial position of the Fermi level, NC is the effec-
tive density of states in the conduction band, NTA

is the total number of trap states per unit volume,
ϕth = kT

q , ϕt = kTt

q , T is the room temperature,
Tt is the characteristic temperature of trap states,
and α = (dϕdx )

2|x=0 − 2q
εs
[Ntϕt exp(

ϕB−VCH

ϕt
) +

Nfϕth exp(
ϕB−VCH

ϕth
)], in which ϕB is the potential

at the bottom surface. The other symbols have
their usual meanings.

Boundary conditions at the bottom and top sur-
faces of the active layer can be formulated from
Gauss’s law as

−εs (dϕ/dx)|x=0 = CoxB(VGBf − ϕB),

εs (dϕ/dx)|x=ts
= CoxT(VGTf − ϕT),

(2)

where CoxB(oxT) denotes the bottom-gate (BG)
or top-gate (TG) capacitance per unit area,
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VGBf(GTf) is the BG or TG bias with the flat-band
voltage, ϕT is the top-surface potential, and ts is
the channel layer thickness.
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Figure 1 (Color online) Band diagrams in the vertical
(x−) direction to the channel for (a) the F0 case and
(b) the P0 case.

The integral of (1) cannot be calculated directly.
The sub-gap DOS and the occurrence of TLC in
a-IGZO suggest that the trapped and free charges
dominate conduction for low and high gate volt-
ages, respectively. Thus, an effective character-
istic temperature Teff , or its equivalent voltage
ϕeff =

kTeff

q , is introduced. Eq.(1) is rewritten as

−E =
dϕ

dx

= ±
√

αeff + (Ft + Ff) exp

(

ϕ− VCH

ϕeff

)

, (3)

where αeff = (CoxB

εs
)2(VGBf − ϕB)

2 − (Ft +

Ff) exp(
ϕB−VCH

ϕeff
), Ft = 2qNtϕt

εs
, Ff = 2qNfϕth

εs
. As

the gate voltage increases, ϕeff gradually changes
from being approximately equal to ϕt to approach-
ing ϕth. Thus, Eq. (3) is equivalent to (1). The
method used for obtaining ϕeff will be described
below. We here focus on solving (3), first by tak-
ing VGBf > VGTf as an example. By integrating
the right-hand side of (3) from 0 to x, we obtain

ϕ (x) = VCH − 2ϕeff ln

{
√

Ft + Ff

(−)− αeff

· sin (h)
[

√

(−)− αeff

2ϕeff
x+ β

(∗)
eff

]}

, (4)

where β
(∗)
eff = arcsin(h)

[

√

(−)−αeff

Ft+Ff
exp(−ϕB−VCH

2ϕeff
)
]

.

Combining (2) with (4), we obtain an equation for
calculating ϕB:

CoxT

εs
(VGTf − ϕT)

=−
√

(−)−αeff · cot(h)
[

√

(−)−αeff

2ϕeff
ts+β

(∗)
eff

]

, (5)

where ϕT is expressed by (4) at x = ts. The re-
lated parentheses in (4) and (5) are ignored when
αeff < 0, corresponding to the trigonometric solu-
tion or the zero-field (F0) case (Figure 1(a)) [7].
These parentheses will be kept if αeff > 0, indicat-
ing the hyperbolic solution or the zero-potential
(P0) case (Figure 1(b)). For devices at given DG
biases, the form of the solution must be deter-
mined first. By applying αeff = 0, we obtain

ϕBcr = VGBf − 2ϕeffW0

[
√

ε2s (Ft + Ff)

4ϕ2
effC

2
oxB

· exp
(

VGBf − VCH

2ϕeff

)]

, (6)

which is the critical bottom-surface potential when
the two forms of the solution in (4) and (5) are
equivalent, and W0 is the Lambert W function.
Substituting (6) into (5) with αeff=0, we obtain
the critical TG voltage as

VGTfcr = VCH − 2ϕeff ln (ΓBcr)−
εs
√
Ft + Ff

CoxTΓBcr
, (7)

where ΓBcr = ts
√
Ft+Ff

2ϕeff
+ exp(−ϕBcr−VCH

2ϕeff
). If

VGTf>VGTfcr, the trigonometric form is chosen,
otherwise the hyperbolic form is chosen in (5) to
solve for ϕB. Once ϕB is calculated, potential dis-
tributions in the active layer can be obtained ac-
cordingly using (4).

By considering the case where either only
trapped or free carriers are present in (1) and (2),
and applying the same procedure as in (4)–(7), the
bottom-surface potential with only the trapped
(ϕB t) or free charge (ϕB f) is obtained. These can
then be combined as

ϕBcon =
ϕB t

1 + e(VGBf−Veq)
+

ϕB f

1 + e(Veq−VGBf)
, (8)

where Veq is the VGBf when ϕB t = ϕB f . The
quantity ϕeff can thus be calculated by equating
the exponential terms in (1) and (3) with ϕBcon,
expressed as

ϕeff = Φ(ϕBcon)

=
ϕBcon

ln [F (ϕBcon)/(Ft + Ff)]

∣

∣

∣

∣

VCH=0

, (9)

where F (ϕBcon) = Ft exp(
ϕBcon

ϕt
) + Ff exp(

ϕBcon

ϕth
).

Note that, if VGTf > VGBf , the above equations
still apply when swapping the subscripts “B” and
“T”. In the F0 case, the potential extremum (ϕm)
can be obtained by setting E = 0 in (3), giving
ϕm = VCH + ϕeff ln( −αeff

Ft+Ff
).

Drain current model. To derive the drain cur-
rent, we first consider Pao-Sah’s double integral

IDS=

∫ VDS

0

∫ ϕT

ϕB

µW
L qNf exp(

ϕ−VCH

ϕth
)

−E
dϕdVCH, (10)
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where µ is the carrier mobility, W and L are the
channel width and length, and VDS is the drain-
to-source voltage. Following the method of Pierret
and Shields [8], the partial derivative of (1) with
respect to VCH gives

exp

(

ϕ− VCH

ϕth

)

=
ϕth

Ff

[

dα

dVCH
− 2E∂E

∂VCH

−Ft

ϕt
exp

(

ϕ− VCH

ϕt

)]

. (11)

An approximation of the third term in (11)
yields

exp

(

ϕ−VCH

ϕth

)

=
ϕth

Ff

{

dα

dVCH
− 2E∂E

∂VCH

− 1

ϕt

[

ξ (Ft+Ff) exp

(

ϕ−VCH

θϕ′
eff

)

−Ff exp

(

ϕ− VCH

ϕth

)]}

, (12)

where ϕ′
eff = Φ(ϕB), ξ and θ are fitting parame-

ters. With this approach and after some mathe-
matical manipulations (see Appendix A), the drain
current becomes

IDS = δA

{

ts [(αL − α0)−B (α′
effL − α′

eff0)]

+D

[

CoxB

εs
(ϕBL−ϕB0) (2VGBf−ϕBL−ϕB0)

+
CoxT

εs
(ϕTL − ϕT0) (2VGTf − ϕTL − ϕT0)

+ 2 (KL −K0)

]}

, (13)

where A = µW
L

qNfϕtϕth

Ff (ϕt−ϕth)
, B =

ξθϕ′

eff

ϕt
, D = 1 −B,

αL(0) is the value of α corresponding to VCH = VDS

(VCH = 0), ϕBL(B0) and ϕTL(T0) are the values
of ϕB and ϕT for VCH = VDS (VCH = 0). Note
that the function δ avoids singularities once B > 1
in the deep subthreshold region. The quantities
α′
effL(eff0) and KL(0) are intermediate variables, ex-

pressed as shown in Appendix A.
Model validation and discussion. The potential

model was verified by rigorous numerical calcula-
tions, as presented in Appendix B. The verifica-
tion of the proposed drain-current model is given
in Appendix C, in which the transfer and output
curves are well described under various DG bi-
ases. Because of the repulsion and attraction of
carriers by the TG field, the transfer curve and
threshold voltage show parallel shifts along the
BG-voltage axis by a TG-dependent amount. This
constitutes an advantage for ADG a-IGZO TFTs
with TG control, stemming from the absence of a
hole-accumulation layer in a-IGZO. The drain cur-
rents and potential distributions for various active-

layer thicknesses have also proven to be well char-
acterized by this model. A higher on-state cur-
rent and a steeper subthreshold slope are observed
when the a-IGZO layer is thinner than the Debye
length, indicating the extension of the accumula-
tion/depletion layer throughout the a-IGZO bulk.
Since no charge-sheet approximation is involved,
this model applies also to devices exhibiting bulk
accumulation or depletion.

Conclusion. We presented a convergent and ef-
ficient solution for the channel potential of ADG
a-IGZO TFTs. An expression for the analytical
and continuous drain current was then derived,
providing a physical interpretation of device DC
characteristics. This model provides an effective
approach for reducing the complexity induced by
the sub-gap DOS, while capturing the basic under-
lying physics. It can therefore serve as the basis for
potential-based models, amenable to implementa-
tion in device and circuit simulators.
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